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The Peninsula Tokyo

KEY FACTS

The Peninsula Tokyo is superbly located in the prestigious
financial district of Marunouchi opposite the Imperial
Palace and Hibiya Park, just a short walk from the
shopping capital of Ginza and close to the Otemachi
financial and theatre districts, and Aoyama fashion district.
This gracious 24-floor hotel offers commanding city views,
sophisticated facilities and the legendary Peninsula
service. Modern and contemporary with Japanese-inspired
accents, each guestroom and suite blends traditional
Peninsula standards of comfort and innovative technology
with elements of Japanese heritage and culture.
From classic to contemporary, The Peninsula Tokyo
features a worldly selection of extraordinary dining options

from the celebrated Peninsula Afternoon Tea in The Lobby
and casual continental fare at The Peninsula Boutique &
Café to refined Cantonese cuisine at Hei Fung Terrace and
centuries-old art of Kaiseki at Kyoto Tsuruya.
There is Peter: The Bar and its adjacent Peter, which offers
delectable grilled food and world-class cocktails.
The Peninsula Spa embodies the spirit of Japan’s hip and
sophisticated capital with its ultra-modern design, refined
holistic treatments, indoor pool with stunning views and
the Fitness Centre’s cutting edge facilities.
The lavish function rooms provide the perfect venue for
high-profile meetings, private dinners, elaborate cocktails
and singular unforgettable events.

ACCOMMODATION

314 rooms in total, including 47 suites:

Executive Suite – 81 sq.m

Superior Room – 51 sq.m

Deluxe Suite – 116 sq.m

Deluxe Room – 54 sq.m

The Marunouchi Suite – 109 sq.m

Deluxe Corner Room – 69 sq.m

The Hibiya Suite – 298 sq.m

Deluxe Park View Room – 54 sq.m

The Peninsula Suite – 347 sq.m

Grand Deluxe Room – 63 sq.m

FACILITIES

Peter offers delicious grilled food and is perched on the
24th floor offering sensational views of Tokyo’s Imperial
Palace Gardens and Hibiya Park
Peter: The Bar is a modern lounge bar on the 24th floor
serving legendary cocktails in chic surrounds, with
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stunning panoramic views
Hei Fung Terrace serves traditional Cantonese cuisine in
an exotic Suzhou garden setting and offers four private
dining rooms, including an exclusive Chinese Chef’s Table
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The Lobby at the heart of the hotel provides all-day
international dining, including the classic Peninsula
Afternoon Tea

Kyoto Tsuruya has a contemporary atmosphere and offers
Japanese kaiseki and tempura

The Peninsula Boutique & Café is the ideal place for a light
meal, with take-out options, and offers the famous
artisanal Peninsula chocolates and unique gifts

The Peninsula Spa occupies 1,600 sq.m and features 9
treatment rooms, separate changing rooms, saunas and
relaxations areas for men and women, a heated 20m
indoor swimming pool, Jacuzzi, fully equipped Fitness
Centre and an outdoor terrace
Over 1,300 sq.m of event space, including The Grand
Ballroom, The Ginza Ballroom, The Seven Seas Pacific
Aviation Lounge and The Sky Room on the 24th floor, and
six elegant function rooms, accommodating up to 250
people for a reception and 170 people for a banquet
The hotel’s chauffeur-driven car fleet includes two RollsRoyce Extended Wheelbase Phantoms, two BMWs 750 Li,
two MINI Cooper S Clubmans and one Tesla Model S

DID YOU KNOW?
The Peninsula Tokyo is the first free-standing luxury hotel to be built in Tokyo in more than a decade with direct street
access From basement level one, the hotel directly connects to Hibiya Station, providing access to four major train lines –
making The Peninsula Tokyo the most accessible luxury hotel in the city Interior designer Yukio Hasimoto took the design
brief ‘international in design, but Japanese by inspiration’ to create a luxurious living environment The Peninsula Tokyo
holds nearly 1,000 pieces of art created by 60 artists with 90% of them being Japanese The Lobby features a unique
concave chandelier designed by Tino Kwan, which has 1,313 crystal LED light bulbs and resembles a cloud of hanabi
(fireworks) or hotaru (fire flies); and a bamboo dragon sculpture called ‘Lying Dragon Gate’ by Japanese designer Keisen
Hama, representing strength, harmony & good fortune The Void sculpture by Ben Jakober and Yannick Vu, situated in the
centre of the hotel and viewable from each floor, is 13 metres long and 7 metres wide. It is comprised of 24 stainless steel
cones, each weighing 80 kg Kyoto Tsuruya is sister to the famous three Michelin Star Kyoto restaurant, which serves the
500 year-old kaiseki cuisine, regarded as one of the highest forms of traditional culinary art in Japan The rooftop grill
restaurant, Peter, is named after Mr Peter C Borer, COO of The Peninsula Hotels Since 2009, The Peninsula Tokyo staff
have made thousands of onigiri rice balls for a local orphanage The Peninsula is the only hotel in Japan to illuminate its
exterior in pink every October in recognition of Breast Cancer Awareness Month The Seven Seas Pacific Aviation Lounge
and The Sky Room are accessed by private lifts and have outdoor terraces with breathtaking views. The aviation lounge
pays tribute to the history and development of civil aviation in Japan The Peninsula Academy is a learning and activity
programme, designed to give guests unique and unprecedented access to historical, cultural and local lifestyle
experiences in Tokyo, including a Sake brewery tour, Washi-Paper art experience, Kimono dressing lesson and Japanese
wind chimes and Origami lessons for kids The Peninsula Tokyo achieved five-star recognition from the Forbes Travel
Guide in 2016. The Peninsula Hotels are the highest Forbes Travel Guide five-star rated hotel group in the world
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The Lobby

Guest Room at The Peninsula Suite

The Hibiya Suite Bathroom

Pool and spa

Peter Restaurant

Deluxe Suite Dressing Room
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The Nest - private dining at Peter
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